
Regional High School Program

In the aftermath of the war, there will be increased opportunities for local students to come
to the National Leadership Center free of charge. This program is designed based on our
existing leadership curriculum, while emphasizing what it means to be Jewish,
strengthening their cultural and spiritual heritage while facilitating emotional and spiritual
healing. Ministry of Education officials have called this program:  Jewish DNA & Identity.

National High School Program

Through state-of-the-art multimedia productions and a traveling workshop, our Ministry of
Education curriculum will become mobile. The NLC mobile team will travel to various
high schools to conduct our leadership program on location across the county. Enhanced
curriculum will also include emotional and spiritual healing components, similar to the
inaugural Widow–Orphan program sponsored by the Ministry of Defense. A matching
grant opportunity with the Ministry of Education is being pursued. Immediate need is for a
mini-van for logistics.

Cost:  $900,000*
*Donations designated for The Naomi Project shall be directed to the priorities identified above and other
emergency response needs that may arise as the situation on the ground in Israel evolves.

NAOMI  PROJECT
OUR MISSION is to collaborate with Israeli leaders to develop and
support innovative educational initiatives via a biblical (Tanakh),
values-based educational curriculum to impact Israel’s next
generation of leaders.

JH Israel is also dedicated to the development and implementation of new prayer and
biblical based educational models, methods, and technologies that enhance the learning
experience. This will include expanded curriculum design, content, the use of digital tools
and online resources. 

JH Israel & NLC Educational Program Development
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The Naomi Project, in partnership with the Israel Ministry of
Education and the Ministry of Defense, recognizes and honors the
sacrifices IDF soldier families make. JH Israel believes that no military
widow should feel alone in their grief. Every grieving spouse deserves
the opportunity to help rebuild their life and support their children.

Grief is not linear, and without support and healing, it can linger
indefinitely. That’s why JH Israel’s Naomi Project exists: to provide a
platform for IDF widows and orphans to heal together and find
support and hope for a brighter future.


